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Super Greening Teams [SGT] 
 

As the renowned ancient Greek scientist 

Archimedes reported “Give me a place to 

stand and with a lever I will move the 

whole world.” 
 

With this in mind, the Super Greening 

Teams initiative is designed to give you 

and your green teams a super-leverage.   
 

In particular to help them leverage the things that will 

keep this planet of ours green and clean forever.  So 

they can green more, green the world faster.  The net 

effect is that they’ll be super fast…super-strong…super-

resilient…super-confident…super-safe…super-green…and have 

a super-advantage over competitors and rivals. 

 

Thus making them ‘Super Greening’ Teams. 

 

 

FREE FOR EVERONE FOR EVERMORE #!*? 
 

With the Super Greening Team initiative, there free high 

speed tactics, tools, templates, triggers and tricks for 

the enterprising ones who too want to keep this 

planet of ours green and clean. 
 

“Why give it to people instead of charging for 

it…charging a lot for it?” I often get asked.  The 

answer is really quite simple.  Details inside…> 
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[#SGT] 

Super Greening Teams 
 

Free high speed tactics, tools, templates, triggers 

and tricks for the enterprising ones who too want to 

keep this planet of ours green and clean…for your 

Super Greening Teams. 
 

“Can we start with the word initiative?” I was once asked 

in a ‘green’ executive workshop.  My response “Sure.  The 

word initiative basically, has two definitions.  The 

first, is the ability to assess things independently.  

Synonyms here are enterprise, inventiveness, 

resourcefulness and capability.  The second part is the 

power to act before others do. Or take charge first.  

Synonyms here would be.  Firstly, advantage, upper hand, 

edge, lead and trump card.  And secondly, first step, 

first move, first blow, opening 

move and opening gambit.  And 

thirdly, the beginning, start…the 

commencement.” 
 

WHO? These high speed tactics, 

tools, templates, triggers and 

tricks are specifically for the 

green teams in your businesses and 

governments.  In your clubs, 

guilds, associations, charities, 

social enterprises and non-profit 

organizations. 
 

WHAT? The goal here is to help them 

leverage the things that will keep 

the planet green and clean forever.  

In particular, the ‘opinions of ALL 

of your village’ that help them 

quickly (and as cheaply as 

possible) get to ‘their own 

opinion’ on the meaning and effect 

of ‘EACH of the 10 Super Greening 

Words’ within their business, 

government & defense dealings (& documents). [#AOV #SGW] 

 

Documents such as: 

• internal policies, procedures, protocols & rules 

• externally promoted policies & claims 

• laws & government regulations/legislation 
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• purchase orders, service level agreements, technical 

specifications & contracts 

• insurance policies and 

• referenced documents, standards & codes. 
 

The opinions of your village include: 

1) your grandfathers, father, sons, grandsons - mothers 
and daughters too of course 

2) your school teachers – primary and secondary 
3) your college professors 
4) your family’s pocket dictionary 
5) your family’s pocket thesaurus (the cousins of the 

Super Greening Words) 

6) your national dictionary (i.e. Oxford, Collins) 
7) your specialist legal dictionary (i.e. Oxford, Blacks) 
8) your professional team 
9) your specialist consultants 
10) your speed clubs and mastermind groups. 

The second goal is to then help them quickly get to both 

the ‘stated and actual opinions of their counter-parts…of 

their ruthless relentless rivals’.   
 

HOW? The first step in Super Greening Team initiative is 

to leverage the following “Free Mustor Manifesto”.  BUT 

with a distinct difference. [FMM v SGT].  FMM details 

online at www.mustor.com/free 
 

The Free Mustor Manifesto: The Mustor High Speed Business Mindset & System 

is Free For Everyone For Evermore…even if your goals and dreams are 

diametrically opposed to mine #!*? 
 

With that, wish you well, good hunting,  

Galactic Surfer Nate #!*? 
 

p.s. That is, FREE for everyone in the world…all 7,000,000,000 plus people on 

this big green planet of ours. Free for the Nine Billion Brains on the horizon.  

Free for all the beings in the galaxy actually #!*? 
 

As you can see, the FMM is unconditional.  For all.  The 

Super Greening Teams initiative is different, for it is 

not for all.  It is conditional.  It is ONLY for the 

enterprising ones who too want to keep this planet of 

ours green and clean…and not see it go gray.  A very big 

difference, right? 
 

There are three, free from us, escalating super bundles 

to choose from. Each building upon itself. 
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The first Super Bundle includes special access to the 

super greening resources and events at the Green Planet 

Club [GPC]…for free…for life.  Which includes the 

following. For details here on over to: 

www.GreenPlanet.Club 

• a suite of our renowned Special Executive Reports and 

Real Life Case Studies [SER/ECS]. Including the 

flagship report that explains how all this came to be 

and where it’s all headed: The Mustor High Speed 

Business Mindset.  For the full suite, just head on 

over to 

www.GalacticSurferNate.com/Super-

Greening-Reports 

• a set of our now famous Super Fast 

Meeting Room Reminders in High Speed 

Color & a set of Pocket Reminders in 

High Speed Black & White (5 off plus+, 

each)[SF-MRR, SF-PR] and 

• a special weekly Super Fast Coffee 

Analysis suite. A large postcard a 

week with a real-life high level 

Executive case study on it (plus+ a 

couple each thrown in for good 

measure) [SF-CA]. 

Note: The plus+ means not specific, 

with extra postings just in case a 

couple mysteriously go missing as we 

all know sometimes happens with old-

school mail. 

“Why a coffee analysis every week?  

What about holidays? Why 

religiously?” I often get asked by 

Executives who have not yet heard my 

introductory conference keynote.  And 

rightfully so.  A few stock standard 

response questions satisfy the lion’s 

share of these:  

(1) The sun never sets on business and 

government dealings (& documents), right?  And 

so, the sun never sets on your greening teams, 

right? And so the sun never sets on the need for them to have a High Speed 

Mindset/System, right?  Never ever #!*? Whether they build their own or use 

the Mustor Mindset/System [MIS 1000-10000]…or do both. 

(2) If we continue on our path and not change, as we know we should, the 

‘graying’ of the planet will continue happen while you’re asleep, right?  When 
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you’re on holidays…when you take days off?  Your 

relaxation…distraction…is irrelevant, the ‘graying’ will 

continue, right?   
 

Price: The high speed tactics, tools, 

templates, triggers and tricks are 

ABSOLUTELY FREE from us…all we ask is that 

the print and post costs be taken care 

of…only fair right?  We currently use an 

automatic distribution system developed by 

zendirect.com.  Direct cost = MMR (8p x 5 

@$5), PR (5 B&W postcards @$3), CA (52 

large postcards @$4). AUD. Includes a 

special suite of ‘priceless’ 

instructional emails and 

videos. One set per super 

greening brain. 
 

The Second Super Bundle 

builds upon the first bundle 

with ‘Speed Wraps’ which 

help your Executive teams 

quickly leverage the first 

10 Super Power Words [SGW].  

A special set of ‘daily drip 

fed’ 63+ coffee cup wraps 

[#SpeedWraps].  Of note:  

Designed to work with your standard office sticky-notes.  

Nice hey?  ALSO, your Super Greening and Super 

Profiteering Teams get the suite Super Fast Opinion 

Inquiry Igniters.  Which has three escalating rounds of 

83 postcards.  Firstly, in the original form [As It 

Says], then with high speed highlighting in Black & 

White, and finally in High Speed Color [HSBW/HSC] (3x83 

off plus+) [SF-OII].  Price: Yet again, free from us.  

Direct cost = @$2 each AUD. Includes a special suite of 

‘priceless’ instructional emails and videos.  One set per 

executive brain. 
 

These Super Bundles are designed to ‘dove-tail’ nicely 

into your environmental protection, climate change, 

sustainable development goal conferences.  Use them as 

your Revolutionary Executive Event Boosters.  Boosters 

that will have your teams quickly busting through the 

natural speed limit…the Impenetrable Glass Ceiling #!*?  

Use them in your executive networking events, 

conferences, icebreakers, meetings, brainstorming 

For a job begun is a job half 
done, right?  

Super Fast Coffee Analysis
[SF-CA]

For only as long as it takes 
to drink your coffee 
at your favorite café.  

AND NO LONGER #!*?  
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sessions, workshops, webinars, mastermind groups, golf 

days and weekend deep-dive retreats.[#rEEb] 
 

The third Super Bundle builds upon the first two bundles 

with ‘Speed Caps’.  A special set of baseball caps for 

Super Greening Teams.  One per super greening brain. This 

bundle extends the first 10 Super Greening Words to 14.  

For a very good reason, as you will discover.  Price: Yet 

again, free from us.  Direct cost = We currently use our 

local provider (team of 14 @ ($8cap+$17embroidery) + 

shipping, handling, insurance @$99).  Includes a special 

suite of ‘priceless’ instructional emails and videos. One 

set per super greening. Ascension Options: The Speed Cap 

program can be extended to the next three levels: 19, 39 

and 63 Super greening Words. [#SpeedCaps] 

 

FOUR BONUSES FOR THE SUPER-SERIOUS:  
 

[B1] The ‘True Green Wants Survey’.  A survey that cuts-

to-the-core of the apple.  That reveals what you really-

really want…and when you want it.  And what you’ll do to 

get it.  To get what you really-really want. [TGWS]. 
 

[B2] Boardroom Bonuses For The Fast Movers: A collection 

of very special executive level reports…which are 

designed specifically for those who not only need to 

speak with conviction in the boardrooms of the world but 

actually be convincing. For conviction without being 

convincing is worthless, right?  These bonuses are valued 

at over $1997.00 themselves as you can see BUT ABSOLUTELY 

FREE FOR THE FAST MOVERS…for those who get to the survey 

within one month of joining the 

Super Greening Team. 
   

[B3] FREE Green Executive Speed 

Insights Interview (webinar) 

with yourself when you share a 

couple photos of your Super 

Greening Teams ‘brainstorming, 

masterminding or strategizing’ 

with their coffee ‘Speed Cups’ 

in hand.  The photos will be 

included in the musings of the 

Green Planet Club, including 

social media suite and their 

renowned newsletter, Green 

Planet Forever [GPF]. 
 

[B4] FREE LIVE IN-PERSON 

Greening Event Icebreaker & 
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Keynote with your organization when you share a couple 

photos of your Greening Teams ‘brainstorming, 

masterminding or strategizing’ with their ‘Speed Caps’ 

on.  All we ask is the keynote attendance cost be taken 

care of…only fair right?  Our icebreaker/keynote will be 

absolutely free in appreciation of your valiant efforts 

to keep this planet of ours green and clean. 
 

[B5] Free Green Laundry Days [GLD] for your Super 

Greening Teams.  During these days, you get to network 

online with other Super Greening Teams whilst cleaning 

(laundering) the world’s most important…most urgent…most 

contentious ‘greening’ laws. [MIS 1500] 
 

NEXT STEPS: Just jump online and head on over to  
www.GreenPlanet.Club/Super-Greening-Teams 

 

 

 

  

 
‘Speed Caps’ helping out at the Turtle Recuse Foundation’s annual camp.  

Designed to get you children  
up to speed with your Green Planet Goals [#GPG] and the 

U.N. Sustainable Development Goals [#SDG] 
 

Another 4 of our Nine Billion Brains [#NBB] 
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The Hero’s Journey – Crossing The Threshold 
 

STANDARDIZED FRAMEWORK: “The Hero’s Journey” is a popular 

story structure which was derived from Joseph Campbell's 

Monomyth from his 1949 book “The Hero With A Thousand 

Faces” by Christopher Vogler, in his renowned 1985 Memo  

“Twelve Stage Hero's Journey”. 

 

The twelve stages of the memo are  

(and the discussion benchmark for the HJI calls):  

1. The “Ordinary World” 

2. The Call to Adventure 

3. Refusal of the Call 

4. Meeting with Mentors 

5. Crossing the Threshold to the "Special World" 

6. Tests, Allies and Enemies 

7. Approach to the Innermost Cave (dragon’s den) 

8. The Ordeal 

9. The Reward (seizing the treasure) 

10. The Road Back (to the ordinary world) 

11. The Resurrection 

12. Return with the Elixir (boon). 

 

While you will find many great diagrams summarizing these 

stages out in the world in your travels, here is how I 

have standardized it for these live group coaching calls. 

  

1
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The High Speed Business Club
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Boardroom Bonuses For The Fast Movers 

 

BONUS #1: Five Executive-Suite Secret Shortcuts  

[SPECIAL EXECUTIVE REPORT & SEMINAR RECORDINGS] 

Valued at $597.00   [5ES-SS] 
 

The raw no-holds-barred street-smart live-seminar-online recordings that walk you 

through five of the super profit shortcuts that the most successful Executives over time 

have secretly used. Revealings also include: 

1) How to re-design your business life based on YOUR RULES TODAY – no matter 

what your industry tries to “dictate”. 

2) How to get your Boards and Key Investors to choose you vs. your competition…every 

time. 

3) The ‘automatic response systems’ you can easily place into your life so you’re assured 

of a endless stream of bountiful opportunities flowing your way.  Thus creating a solid 

fortress around your castle…around your career…around your future.  And that of 

your family’s. 

4) How to hold everyone from your boiler-room to your boardroom MORE accountable 

– no more endless meetings with time wasting fools…where you end up leaving not 

knowing what really just happened nor what is to be done next. 

5) The 10 Big Biz-Breakthroughs at the BIG-END-OF-TOWN…where the stakes are 

high and one’s rivals are ruthless and relentless…and forever planning their merciless 

attacks.  Attacks that are inevitable, right?  NOT IF BUT WHEN, right? 

 

LAST MINUTE ADD-INS: (1) How To Leverage The Success Strategies Revealed By Three 

of The Top “Think & Grow Rich” Superstar Legends.  (2) How To Instantly [2X] DOUBLE 

YOUR SPEED When It Comes To Destroying ‘SUPPOSEDLY Bullet-Proof Boiler-Plate’ 

Corporate Contracts -  Applicable to any and all of the 45 Key Industry Sectors [KIS].  (3) 13 

Must Have CEO Secrets Shortcuts. 

 

BONUS #2: Three Boardroom Liberation Blueprints 

Valued at $1497.00   [3BLB] 
 

One of the unexpected horrors ‘for most’, when rising to executive-levels, is having their 

corner office and boardroom become a ‘self-made’ prison cell.  Feeling this too…or 

fearing it?  Many ill-prepared high-flyers inevitably come to be shackled to their office 

desk.  Want to avoid or be-set-free from this ‘gawd-awful’ imprisonment?  If so, then the 

liberation blueprints are just what you’ve been looking for.  An escape plan so to speak.  

One that will release you from the shackles of the legalese-laden business, government 

and defense documents piling up on your desk.  Released from the hand-cuffs that run-of-

the-mill executives and businessmen unnecessarily wear.  Other words such as discharge, 

deliverance, salvation, rescue, relief, extrication, setting free, could equally be used here. 
 

With these special boardroom-blueprints, you won’t have to put in the hard work 

‘reinventing the wheel’ anymore.  For the heavy-lifting, the grunt-work, has been well 

taken care of.  Just model the speed tactics that have already been tested and proven, and 

then simply move them into your businesses…all of them.  When and where it best suits 

you…best serves you…on your terms. 
 

And do you know what the best part of these liberation blueprints is?  You get them for 

free.   


